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Abstract—The ever-increasing demands of wireless traffic call for continuously growing the wireless network capacity or throughput. Carrier sensing threshold adaptation and transmission rate adaptation, two efficient mechanisms improving the capacity of ad hoc network, have attracted much attention in recent years. However, simply adopting either mechanism can hardly meet the expectation that optimizing the network capacity. In this paper, we investigate the joint optimization of carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate to improve the network capacity or throughput. The area capacity (throughput), which is defined as the network capacity (throughput) per unit area, is theoretically analyzed. Meanwhile, the relationship between carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate is theoretically revealed. Furthermore, the optimal area capacity is obtained by jointly optimizing the carrier sensing threshold and the transmission rate. Simulation results validate our analysis and derived results, and show that the throughput is significantly improved by the joint optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of mobile devices and the rapid development of multimedia applications, the high-density deployment of wireless networks becomes a growing trend. How to improve the capacity, or the aggregate throughput, to fulfill the ever-increasing bandwidth requirements becomes a hot topic. As surveyed in [1], the promising approaches can be divided into two categories, the temporal approach, mainly refers to the contention window adaptation, and the spatial approach or spatial reuse, including the carrier sensing threshold adaptation, the transmission rate adaptation, the transmission power control and the use of directional antenna. In recent years, there are many efforts focusing on the carrier sensing threshold adaptation [2]–[7] and transmission rate adaptation [8]–[10].

Carrier sensing threshold adaptation plays an important role in the interference management and throughput enhancement in the carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA) based wireless networks. Cho et al. [3] use the carrier sensing threshold adaptation to control the density of secondary users and reduce the resulting interference level for primary system in cognitive wireless networks. Kaynia et al. [4] investigate the optimal carrier sensing threshold in terms of the outage probability. Zhang et al. [5] classify the neighbouring areas of an ongoing transmission into three areas: hidden area, exposed area and overlapped area, and propose a coordinated dynamic physical carrier sense (CDPCS) scheme based on local optimization to adjust the carrier sensing threshold of the neighbouring nodes by the exchange of simplified request-to-send (SRTS) and simplified clear-to-send (SCTS). Further, Zhang et al. [6] introduce a throughput penalty model to derive the optimal carrier sensing threshold and propose an iterative algorithm to adjust the carrier sensing threshold through statistical channel state. Yang et al. [7] extend both Bianchi’s and Kumar’s models to investigate the impact of transmit power and carrier sense threshold on network capacity, and find that high throughput can be achieved with the condition that the carrier sensing reservation zone of the sender covers the interference range of the intended receiver. This valuable finding inspires our research. These studies show that the interference caused by simultaneous transmissions [3], [4] or hidden and exposed terminals [5]–[7] can be mitigated effectively by tuning the carrier sensing threshold. However, the interference tolerance level of the communication link is determined by the required signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) corresponding to the given transmission rate. Therefore, simply adapting the carrier sensing threshold can hardly achieve the maximum network throughput.

Selecting appropriate transmission rates according to channel condition can improve the bandwidth utilization efficiency. Cardoso et al. [8] propose a standards-compliant rate adaptation algorithm by measuring the contention level to identify the packet losses due to collision for dense IEEE 802.11 networks. Huang et al. [9] propose a transmission rate adaptation for colliding links (TRACK) protocol to improve the throughput by enabling the concurrent transmissions of exposed terminals with appropriate transmission rates. Blaich et al. [10] hypothesize that transmission rate adaptation should be justified with regard to the global throughput of the wireless network rather than the individual nodes. A concept of rate zone is introduced to justify the rate adaptation, and the experimental, simulation, and real-world results support the hypothesis. Selecting a best transmission rate can take advantage of the received SINR [8], [9], however, the interference caused by potential transmissions degrades the link reliability, and the optimization for individual link or local area may bring adverse impact on the network throughput [10]. Therefore, the interference induced by simultaneous transmissions in the whole network should be controlled to select an appropriate transmission rate.

Joint adaptation of carrier sensing threshold and transmis-
In this paper, we aim to obtain the joint optimization of carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate to improve the network capacity or throughput. The concept of area capacity is introduced, and the relationship between the carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate is theoretically revealed. Then, we derive the expression of the area capacity based on the theoretical Shannon capacity and obtain the optimal carrier sensing threshold, optimal transmission rate and corresponding area capacity. The results can be extended to the analysis of area throughput with the practical discrete transmission rates readily. Simulation results validate our analysis, and show that the throughput is significantly improved by the joint optimization.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- We derive the expression of the area capacity based on the theoretical Shannon capacity, and obtain the optimal carrier sensing threshold, optimal transmission rate and corresponding area capacity.
- Based on the analysis of area capacity, the expression of the area throughput is also derived, and the corresponding optimal values of the carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate can be obtained readily.
- Simulation results validate the optimal values of carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate, and show that the throughput is improved by the joint optimization.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model and introduce the definitions of the related parameters. In Section III and Section IV, we present the analysis and optimization of the area capacity and area throughput, respectively. In Section V, we validate the analysis through simulation. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
Note that any carrier sensing threshold can be indicated by the margin of $\theta$ with a fixed sender-receiver distance of $d$. The relationship of $d$, $d_{in}$, $d_{cs}$ and $d_{rz}$ is shown in the Fig. 1.

III. AREA CAPACITY ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION

A. Definition of Area Capacity

The spatial reuse can be improved by the carrier sensing threshold adaptation or (and) transmission rate adaptation. The carrier sensing threshold adaptation controls the interference level in the wireless network, while the transmission rate adaptation can take advantage of the received SINR. Thus, it is necessary to reveal the relationship of these two mechanisms and further jointly optimize them to improve the network capacity. In order to characterize the effect of joint optimization, a concept of area capacity is introduced as follows.

Definition 4 (Area Capacity): Area capacity is defined as the ratio of the total channel capacity of successful links to the network coverage area. It can be expressed by

$$C_a = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i}{A},$$

where $C_i$ and $A$ denote the channel capacity of link $i$ and the network coverage area respectively.

Note that a uniform transmit power and carrier sensing threshold is used in the network, the carrier sensing range and corresponding transmission rate which is select according to the maximum tolerable interference range are identical for all nodes, i.e., $C_i = C$ for $i = 1, 2, \cdots , n$. Therefore, the area capacity can be converted to be

$$C_a = \lambda C,$$

where $\lambda = n/A$ denotes the link density of the network.

B. Area Capacity Analysis

The link density of the network can be obtained by the following theorem.

Theorem 1: In the homogeneous wireless networks, the maximum link density of simultaneous transmissions is

$$\frac{1}{e\pi d^2 \theta^{2/\alpha}}$$

under the condition that $Z \ll A$, where $Z$ denotes the area of carrier sensing reservation zone.

Proof: For any transmitting node, its transmission will be collided when another transmitting node locates inside its carrier sensing reservation zone. Thus, its collision probability is $p = Z/A$. If $N$ nodes start transmitting simultaneously, the success probability of one link is $p_s = (1 - p)^{N-1}$, and then the average number of successful links can be expressed by

$$N_s = N \cdot p_s = N(1 - p)^{N-1} = N(1 - \frac{Z}{A})^{N-1}.$$

Take natural logarithm on both side of the Eq. (10), then we have

$$\ln N_s = \ln N + (N - 1) \ln (1 - \frac{Z}{A}).$$

Take the derivation of $N$ on the right side of the Eq. (11) and let the derivation be zero, then we can obtain the maximum average number of successful links expressed by

$$N_s = \frac{A}{Z} (1 - \frac{Z}{A})^{(\frac{1}{\alpha} - 1)}.$$

which is attained at $N \approx \frac{A}{Z}$ under the condition that $Z \ll A$. Therefore, we obtain the link density of simultaneous transmissions expressed by

$$\lambda = \frac{N_s}{A} = \frac{1}{(1 + \frac{Z}{A})^{\frac{1}{\alpha} - 1} \cdot Z} \approx \frac{1}{eZ}.$$

It suggests that the link density can be maximized as $1/(eZ)$ with the number of contending nodes optimized as $A/Z$ by an appropriate medium access control (MAC) protocol. Finally, the area of carrier sensing reservation zone can be calculated by $Z = \pi d_{rz}^2$, substituting the expression of $d_{rz}$, and then we can obtain the link density expressed by

$$\lambda = \frac{1}{e\pi d^2 \theta^{2/\alpha}}.$$

For any given transmission rate, the close-to-optimal throughput can be achieved by an appropriate carrier sensing threshold eliminating the hidden terminals [7], [13]. Thus, the transmission rate for the communication link is determined by the maximum tolerable interference range, which is depicted in Fig. 2. In order to eliminate the hidden terminals around $R$, the interference range of $R$ should be covered by the carrier sensing reservation zone of $S$, then we have

$$d_{rz} = d + d_{in}.$$

Recalling the definitions of the related parameters in Section II, we can obtain that

$$\theta^{1/\alpha} = 1 + \gamma_{th}^{1/\alpha}.$$

A given carrier sensing threshold corresponding to the margin of $\theta$ determines the SINR threshold of $\gamma_{th}$. According to Shannon’s formula, the channel capacity, as the upper bound of transmission rate, is expressed by $C = \log (1 + \gamma_{th})$. Note that $\log (\cdot)$ in this paper is to base $2$. Therefore, the area capacity can be obtained as

$$C_a = \frac{1}{e\pi d^2} \log (1 + \gamma_{th}) \cdot (1 + \gamma_{th}^{\frac{1}{\alpha}})^2.$$
C. Area Capacity Optimization

Optimizing the area capacity in (17) is equivalent to maximizing the function

\[ f(\gamma_{th}) = \frac{\log (1 + \gamma_{th})}{(1 + \gamma_{th}^\alpha)^2}. \tag{18} \]

Taking the derivation of \( \gamma_{th} \) on \( f(\gamma_{th}) \), then we have

\[ f'(\gamma_{th}) = \frac{1 - \frac{\gamma_{th}^\alpha}{1 + \gamma_{th}^\alpha}}{1 + \gamma_{th}^\alpha} \cdot \frac{1 + \gamma_{th}^\alpha}{2} \cdot \frac{2}{\alpha} \ln (1 + \gamma_{th}) \]

\[ \ln 2 \cdot (1 + \gamma_{th})(1 + \gamma_{th}^\alpha)^2. \tag{19} \]

Note that the PLE of \( \alpha \) is usually not too large. If the received SINR threshold \( \gamma_{th} \) is large, then the expression can be simplified to be

\[ f'(\gamma_{th}) \approx \frac{1 - \frac{2}{\alpha} \ln \gamma_{th}}{\ln 2 \cdot (1 + \gamma_{th})(1 + \gamma_{th}^\alpha)^2}. \tag{20} \]

Let the derivation be zero, it is easy to obtain the approximate expression for the optimal SINR threshold as

\[ \gamma_{th}^* = e^{\frac{\alpha}{2}}. \tag{21} \]

The corresponding optimal size of carrier sensing threshold and optimal area capacity are derived as

\[ \theta^* = (\sqrt{\pi} + 1)^\alpha, \tag{22} \]

and

\[ C_o^* \approx \frac{\alpha}{2\pi \ln 2(\sqrt{\pi} + 1)^2} \tag{23} \]

respectively.

From Eq. (21) to Eq. (23), it is observed that the optimal transmission rate, carrier sensing threshold and area capacity increase with the increasing of PLE.

IV. AREA THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

Practically, the available transmission rates in the wireless network are limited and discrete, and different transmission rates require different SINR thresholds. The reception is considered successful at a certain transmission rate if the received SINR exceeds the corresponding SINR threshold. Assume \( m \) discrete transmission rates are available as \( \{ R(k), k = 1, 2, \ldots, m \} \), and the received SINR corresponding to the transmission rate of \( R(k) \) is in the range of \( \gamma_{th}(k), \gamma_{th}(k + 1) \). Therefore, the relationship between the transmission rate and received SINR is given by \( R(\gamma) = R(k) \), where \( \gamma \) denotes the received SINR and \( \gamma \in [\gamma_{th}(k), \gamma_{th}(k + 1)] \). In order to characterize the effect of joint optimization of the carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate on the network throughput, a concept of area throughput is introduced as follows.

**Definition 5 (Area Throughput):** Area throughput is defined as the ratio of the total transmission rate of successful links to the network coverage area. It can be expressed by

\[ S_a = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} R_i}{A}, \tag{24} \]

where \( R_i \) denotes the transmission rate of link \( i \).

Similar to the area capacity, all nodes select the same transmission rate based on the uniform transmit power and carrier sensing threshold, i.e., \( R_i = R \) for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \). Therefore, the area throughput can be converted to be

\[ S_a = \lambda R. \tag{25} \]

The transmission rate is determined by the received SINR of \( \gamma \), recalling the link density of the wireless network in Theorem 1, and then we have

\[ S_a = \frac{R(\gamma)}{e\pi d^2\theta^2/\alpha}. \tag{26} \]

The received SINR will fall in a certain interval of \( [\gamma_{th}(k), \gamma_{th}(k + 1)] \), and the corresponding transmission rate becomes \( R(\gamma) = R(k) \). Recalling the relationship between the carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate in (16), the minimum of \( \theta \) is expressed by

\[ \theta_{min}(k) = [1 + \gamma_{th}(k)^{1/\alpha}(k)]^\alpha. \tag{27} \]

Therefore, the area throughput can be derived as

\[ S_a = \frac{1}{e\pi d^2} \frac{R(k)}{[1 + \gamma_{th}(k)^{1/\alpha}(k)]^2}. \tag{28} \]

The optimal transmission rate can be obtained readily according to (28), and then the corresponding optimal carrier sensing threshold can be derived by (27).

Taking an example of IEEE 802.11a, the required SINR threshold to support the corresponding transmission rate [14] is shown in Table I. The area throughput is normalized by the fixed factor of \( \frac{1}{e\pi d^2} \), i.e.,

\[ \bar{S}_a = \frac{R(k)}{[1 + \gamma_{th}(k)^{1/\alpha}(k)]^2}. \tag{29} \]

The normalized area throughput of \( \bar{S}_a \) for some typical PLEs are also shown in the table.

Note that \( \bar{S}_a(\cdot) \) denotes the normalized area throughput with the corresponding PLE. To maximize the area throughput, the optimal transmission rate can be found out in Table I. Then the optimal carrier sensing threshold can be derived by (27). The optimal transmission rate, carrier sensing threshold and normalized area throughput for \( \alpha = 2, 3, 4 \) are summarized.
in Table II. The trend of higher optimal transmission rate and carrier sensing threshold for higher PLE is consistent with the analytical result based on the area capacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_t$</td>
<td>transmit power</td>
<td>0.01 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>link distance</td>
<td>20 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>fixed carrier sensing threshold</td>
<td>-82 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>frame length</td>
<td>1400 Byte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the simulations, the classical distributed coordination function (DCF) mechanism adopted by IEEE 802.11 standard is used for channel access. On the one hand, for each available transmission rate, the carrier sensing threshold is varied by changing the margin of $\theta$ from 10 dB to 30 dB, and then the aggregate throughput is investigated to validate the analysis. On the other hand, an ideal SINR-based rate adaptation scheme, in which the accurate channel SINR is assumed to be always available, is implemented for performance comparison. The throughput of ideal rate adaptation with optimal carrier sensing threshold (opt. CS & ideal RA) and ideal rate adaptation with fixed carrier sensing threshold (fixed CS & ideal RA) are investigated in the simulations. The simulation parameters are based on IEEE 802.11a, and the supported transmission rates and the corresponding SINR thresholds are listed in Table I. Other settings in the simulations are shown in Table III. In addition, only basic access mechanism with DATA and ACK (acknowledgement) is considered.

The coverage area of the considered network is a square of 400m $\times$ 400m in the simulations. The locations of the senders are distributed with PPP and the average number of senders is 50. The intended receiver is randomly located on the circle with a fixed radius of 20 m around the sender. The simulation time is 30 seconds and the results are calculated by an average of 10 runs with different random topologies. The simulations are conducted by Network Simulator 2 ($ns$ - 2) with version 2.35.

Table I. Transmission Rate, SINR Threshold, and Normalized Network Throughput

Table II. Optimal Transmission Rate, Carrier Sensing Threshold and Normalized Area Throughput

Table III. Simulation Settings

Fig. 3 shows the network throughput with different carrier sensing threshold (converted to the margin, $\theta$) for each fixed transmission rate. It is obviously that, the joint optimizations of carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate are (12 dB, 18 Mbps), (12 dB, 18 Mbps) and (20 dB, 36 Mbps) for $\alpha = 2$, 3, 4. Compared with the analytical results in Table II, the optimal transmission rates are exactly the same as the analytical results, and the optimal carrier sensing threshold have the same trend with the analytical results.

Fig. 4 shows that the throughput is improved by the joint optimization of the carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate.
rate. It is interesting that although the ideal rate adaptation can select the best transmission rate in real time according to the channel condition, the achieved throughput of ideal rate adaptation with the optimal carrier sensing threshold is not optimal. The reason is that, the ideal rate adaptation is optimized locally, and the interference caused by simultaneous transmissions in the whole network degrades the link reliability. In addition, a throughput gain about four times with PLE of 3 compared with the throughput of ideal rate adaptation with the fixed carrier sensing threshold (-82 dBm) can be obtained.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigate the joint optimization of carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate to improve the network capacity or throughput of wireless ad hoc networks. The relationship between the carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate is theoretically revealed, then the expression of the area capacity based on the theoretical Shannon capacity is derived and the optimal carrier sensing threshold, optimal transmission rate and corresponding area capacity is obtained. The results can be extended to the analysis of area throughput with the practical discrete transmission rates readily. Simulation results validate the optimal values of carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate, and show that the throughput is improved by the joint optimization. Further, a throughput gain about four times with PLE of 3 compared with the throughput of ideal rate adaptation with the fixed carrier sensing threshold (-82 dBm) can be obtained. In the future, a practical MAC protocol based on the joint optimization of carrier sensing threshold and transmission rate will be investigated.
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